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Chinese 12th Month (23 Dec to 20 Jan 2023)

Firstly, thank you for your support towards my low profile little
book <Investing Destiny>. This is the first time I am opening
myself up and shared my investment stories and thinking with
the investment world. If you are a serious investor who are
determined to invest towards your dream and freedom, I hope
you don't just "read' the book, but understand and digest it, and
learn to apply it. I can only do whatever I can, the rest is up to
you, your destiny is with you. 

I have completed my "task", my calling(since 2016), and
delivered ZiWeiDouShu in a simple and meaningful way to the
world.

Is the period of time for reflection and review. 2022 is coming to
an end. New experiences, stories, encounters and events have
confirmed and affirmed whatever I shared in the book. I am
grateful for all the feedback and stories, every affirmation make
us further appreciate Ziweidoushu. 2022's events may have
further grown me, to let go, and only connect with soul whom
are in the same vibration as me. In 35 days, I will move into a
brand new 10-year destiny, exciting and colourful days ahead. I 

From 1 Oct 2022, I am living, learning, investing,  exploring,
experiencing, retiring in Kyoto Japan.



had a wonderful, amazing and awesome 80 days in Japan, I am
getting ready for my new 10 years destiny, and who knows ( as
I have mentioned in the book), my dream Ziwei Cafe may pop
in Japan.

Many have asked me "What is your next dream/plan?" after
achieving my Japan dream. Well, the Japan dream got long way
to go, and yes I am open to explore the "Ziwei Cafe" dream, I
am waiting for the Universe to arrange and connect the right
people, the perfect POSITIVE energy.  

I want to connect, grow and enjoy with one who are truly
ready. So, to you, who are ready to explore and take actions, I
am ready to show you Japan, my dream and my plan.

When you read the book, you will feel my Japan energy. My
Japan dream is still growing and cooking, I am planting seeds in
Japan. Planting, working while enjoying every part of it. I am
ready for 2023 and 2024.

Are you ready for your 2023? In this review, I will not focus on
2022's 12th month investing energy because 2023 rabbit year
is arriving. 2023 rabbit year energy may start to flow in next 2-
3 weeks. 

2023 rabbit year is a year with "贪狼忌  possible unexpected
formation plus challenges". And interestingly, 2022's 12th
month also comes with this formation, so we can experience a
mini version of this formation in next 35 days. Generally, this
formation = some investors will face unexpected sudden
drop/fall in their investment/portfolio value. (Reminder again 



that if this formation never hits you, you will be okay).

Start to understand your 2023's formation and get yourself
ready for it. I will and want to prepare a 2023 yearly review for
you, I will email to you by the first week of 2023.

Meanwhile, enjoy all the holidays and festive energy while
preparing for the brand new year, 2023 rabbit year.

Merry
Christmas!

yipei &
Investing destiny team

 



ALWAYS REMEMBER THIS

I am sharing Investing Destiny concepts and
knowledge based on Zi Wei Dou Shu theories.

This is not about predicting the market. You are
advised not to take action based on the above,
and understand that every investor has their

own unique Investing Destiny timing and
energy. Always understand and figure out what

works & do it within your limit. ~ yipei イペイ
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